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Abstract. We present principles and techniques for design of
Web-enabled data aggregation, storage, and visualization software for
structural health monitoring of civil infrastructure: the process of col-
lecting and analyzing sensor data related to the condition or behavior
of constructed facilities (e.g., bridges, dams, tunnels) to promote safe
and efficient service at a reasonable cost. Due to widely variable user
requirements and the vast range of data types and display methods re-
quired, good human-computer interfaces for engineering applications are
still difficult to design and implement, and continue to be constructed in
more-or-less ad hoc manners. We approach human-computer interaction
in the civil engineering domain through common HCI methods, such as
user interviews, use case design and analysis, representation in UML,
and so on. However, this paper is focused on two special techniques that
are not commonly found in HCI development: (1) a rigorous analysis of
the nature of the data and how it will be used, and (2) a general method
for sending data into functions for display on the user interface. The ad-
dition of two techniques like the above adds new tools to the engineering
HCI toolkit and increases HCI designers’ ability to meet the needs of
engineers who examine large volumes of engineering data.

1 Introduction and Application Domain

Good human-computer interfaces for engineering applications are still difficult
to design and implement, and continue to be constructed in more-or-less ad hoc
manners. The widely varying needs of users of such systems and the vast range
of data types and display methods makes development of a small number of
techniques to cover all such interface design problems difficult. Therefore, it is
important to see examples of such interfaces. This paper illustrates useful design
principles and considerations for design of an engineering software interface.
The application is structural health monitoring (SHM) in the civil engineering
domain: the process of collecting and analyzing data related to the condition
or behavior of constructed facilities (e.g., bridges, dams, tunnels) to promote
safe and efficient service at a reasonable cost. In addition to steps common
to most human-computer interaction (HCI) applications — user interviews, use
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case design and analysis, Unified Modeling Language (UML) representation, and
so forth — we developed two special techniques that are not commonly found in
HCI development: (1) rigorous analysis of the nature of the data and how it will
be used, and (2) a general method for sending data into functions for display on
the user interface.

Several factors guide development of SHM software and data requirements.
First, data required for SHM can come from a large variety of sources, includ-
ing, among others, sensors in the structure, data entered by hand by engineers
or other stakeholders, and live data streams such as meteorological and hydro-
logical data feeds from government agencies. All these data must be piped to a
single point from which useful SHM information can be distilled and displayed.
Second, various representations and scales of time play a crucial, but difficult,
role in SHM analysis and interpretation. Third, special care is required in SHM of
constructed facilities due to system uniqueness — unlike factory-manufactured
systems such as airplanes, each bridge, tunnel, or building is unique in terms of
design, loading, and field conditions [1]. Consequently, many measurements (in
space and time) may be required to characterize structure behavior and inform
mechanical or stochastic models of structure behavior. A well-planned data man-
agement scheme supports human engineers’ interpretation of structure behavior
to identify (1) normal or baseline behavior and (2) deviations from that behav-
ior. Such deviations can be interpreted as various changes in the system, whether
from changes in loading or the onset of damage, which may be characterized in
a variety of ways [2].

A Web application service, dubbed Ramses-CI (Remote Autonomous Mon-
itoring Software Environment Service for Civil Infrastructure) provides a con-
venient mechanism for displaying SHM data to a variety of stakeholders. As
an application service, it operates independently of the information technology
architecture of the agencies that own the monitored infrastructure. The Ramses-
CI system was developed as part of long-term structural health monitoring de-
ployments at 27 real-world sites in ten states and the District of Columbia, 12
of which are active at this writing.

2 Taxonomy of SHM Data

Classification of data and analysis of how each type is used and how different
types of data relate to each other were crucial first steps in HCI design for
engineering SHM. Specifically, recognizing that civil infrastructure SHM data
may be obtained or derived from a wide variety of sources and may take a number
of conceptual forms, it is useful to define a taxonomy of data for analysis. Types
of data range from time series data (e.g., read a sensor every minute) to burst
data (e.g. when an event occurs, wake up and record at millisecond intervals
until the event is over) to single point entries (e.g., the weight of a truck crossing
over a bridge) to mixtures of these.
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2.1 Time Scales and Granularity

Classification of SHM data is determined in large part by varying time scales
and representations found in civil infrastructure and related engineering do-
mains; such time-related data require careful treatment in storage, visualiza-
tion, and analysis [3]. Unfortunately, fundamental assumptions and concepts
relating to time may be suppressed or simplified away when stored electroni-
cally [4]. The rate at which data will vary depends upon the quantity being
measured and the physical behavior of the structure to be investigated. If one
is interested in quasi-static phenomena, it is sufficient to keep time in familiar
human-readable year-month-day, hour-minute-second format. However, if one is
interested in short-term dynamic phenomena (quantities varying quickly over a
few seconds or minutes) — particularly those which occur randomly without a
priori notification, such as a triggered burst of dynamic time history data as a
truck crosses a bridge — two distinct time scales describing the event must be
considered: (1) the year-month-day, hour-minute-second timestamp at which the
event began, which establishes the time of the event in context of long-term mea-
surements, and (2) the sub-second resolution elapsed time since the beginning
of the event, which establishes the time base for analysis of structural dynamics.

2.2 SHM Data Types

We adapt an information visualization taxonomy from the literature to fit SHM
data. In a type-by-task taxonomy of information visualizations, Shneiderman de-
fined seven key data types: one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional,
temporal, multi-dimensional, tree, and network [5]. The tree and network types,
which describe collections of and relationships among items, are outside the scope
of this analysis; however, the other types are readily adapted to the domain of
civil infrastructure monitoring. Following Shneiderman’s classification scheme,
we propose the following basic types for structural health monitoring data, with
the corresponding type from Shneiderman [5] in brackets:

1. continuous time histories — measurements made more or less contin-
uously at regular intervals, e.g., hourly measurements of the response of a
structure to changes in ambient temperature [temporal data]

2. burst time histories — measurements made at high frequency for a short
period of time, e.g., recorded at 100 Hz for five seconds when a trigger condi-
tion is met [temporal data], as is the case for structure response recording as
a heavy truck crosses a bridge. Many burst time histories may be recorded
over the course of a project.

3. discrete and continuous external events — measurements with various
degrees of time granularity [temporal data]. For example, a truck crossing
a bridge is a discrete event with granularity on the order of seconds, while
changes in river stage are continuous external events with granularity of
hours or days. Examples of continuously-varying, discrete, and mixed con-
tinuous/discrete events are shown on the external event spectrum in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of external events

4. measurements distributed in one dimension — for example, lateral
movements along a borehole [1-D data]

5. measurements distributed in two or three dimensions— for example,
readings from a field of instruments around a construction site [2-D data]

6. heterogeneous data—data containing comparisons between two arbitrary
measurements [multi-dimensional data]. Other heterogeneous data include
still photographs or video clips associated with trucks crossing a bridge or
other events. These data are not “plotted” per se, but are included in SHM
reports in other ways.

3 Principles and Techniques for SHM Data Aggregation

The Ramses-CI data management system is designed to aggregate SHM and re-
lated data from various sources, store it in a central database, and process queries
against the database to support engineering analysis. This is accomplished by

1. converting data from the various formats associated with different data
loggers, sensor networks, and external data streams into standardized ab-
stracted formats

2. storing the abstracted data in a relational database, where the database
tables fit stereotypes designed for each of the SHM data types described in
Sect. 2.2 above

3. serving user requests by executing queries against the database and reporting
the data in a graphical Web report

Data are sent to the central point in many forms and formats. However, each dis-
play function requires data in a particular format. We propose a general method-
ology based on four steps that allows easy specification of how raw data can be
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reformatted and reformulated into a database from which each display function
can extract what it needs:

1. Convert datalogger output to a plain text intermediate format, if
it is in a binary format, using a preprocessor module developed for each
data stream. While the numerical data will eventually be stored as integers,
floating-point numbers, or packed decimal numbers in database tables, it
is convenient to use plain text files as a common intermediate format to
encourage modularity and reuse of existing tools; furthermore, plain text is
readable by humans and machines alike, promoting easier development and
debugging.

2. Establish a common time base and, for each data mode, an appropriate
time concept, as noted in Sect. 2.1. For quasi-static measurements, a cal-
endar date and time with minute or second accuracy is sufficient. However,
for burst data, the datalogger clock may not have sufficient resolution to
uniquely identify each measurement within the burst (particularly in cases
where dataloggers store elapsed time as a floating point number which loses
precision as the magnitude of the number increases). In such cases, the two-
part timestamp system introduced in Sect. 2.1 is employed.

3. Write preprocessed output to temporary text files. The text prepro-
cessor creates a delimited text output file for each data mode extracted from
the input file generated by the polling computer.

4. Import the preprocessed data into a database table for final process-
ing and storage. Factors to convert from datalogger voltages to engineering
units are applied if necessary. The final storage table includes the entire
history for a particular data type over the course of the project.

Four agents take part in this preprocessing and import procedure:

Polling Computer. The polling computer obtains raw data from the field
sites, and, if necessary, converts the raw data to plain text for subsequent
processing. Typically, the polling computer is a dedicated machine (or vir-
tual machine), such that the Web server is insulated from problems that
might arise during the polling and text conversion process, such as crashes
of datalogger interface software.

Conversion Script. The conversion script invokes a text preprocessor to create
importable temporary text files for each data mode and initiates import of
the temporary files to appropriate database tables. The conversion script
is also responsible for notifying an administrator by e-mail if part of the
conversion process fails.

Text Preprocessor. The text preprocessor reads files from the polling com-
puter and establishes the time base for each data mode. The text preproces-
sor may be a component of the conversion script or a stand-alone program
invoked by the conversion script. The text processor outputs a delimited
text file for each data mode which can then be imported into the appropri-
ate database tables.

Database Engine. An off-the-shelf SQL database provides data storage and
search capability.
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4 Software Model

To promote modular design and extensibility, the implementation follows Model-
View-Controller principles [6], separating the code that stores and updates object
data (the Model) from the code that displays results to the user (the View) and
the logic that makes calculations and executes queries against the data (the
Controller).

4.1 Site/System Descriptor Classes

The proposed model includes classes to describe metadata for the monitored
facility, the SHM system, and the quantities being measured: Site, DataSource,
and Channel, respectively. A UML class diagram showing the properties of and
relationships between Site, DataSource, and Channel is presented in Fig. 2.

Site
name:string
prettyName:string
location:string
notes:string

DataSource
name:string
prettyName:string
clockSource:string
timeZone:int
DST:bool
NTP:string

Channel
name:string
prettyName:string
dbTable:string
dbTimeCol:string
dbColumn:string
units:string

1 * 1 *

Fig. 2. UML class diagram illustrating properties of and relationships between the
Site, DataSource, and Channel objects

Site: A top-level Site object represents a monitoring field site, e.g. a bridge
or tunnel under continuous SHM. The Site object encapsulates metadata for
the monitored facility, such as its name, identification number, location, and
notes; more importantly, Site is a container for data sources associated with
the monitoring program, such as autonomous data acquisition systems, external
data streams, or manual readings; these are represented by the DataSource

object.

DataSource: Sources of monitoring data — autonomous data acquisition sys-
tems or manual readings on the monitored facility, nearby weigh stations, or
government weather or stream flow data, to name a few — are encapsulated
by the DataSource object. As indicated in Fig. 2, each DataSource belongs
to exactly one Site and contains zero or more Channel objects, each of which
represents a given sensor or instrument.

Channel: The Channel object encapsulates an individual sensor or observation.

4.2 View Classes

The user’s interface to the data is represented by instances of the Report class,
which serves as a container for individual report elements — instances of the
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Site
name:string
prettyName:string
location:string
notes:string

Report
name:string
filters:string

ReportElement
name:string
type:string
filters:string

1 * 1 *

Fig. 3. UML class diagram illustrating properties of and relationships between the
Site, Report, and ReportElement objects

ReportElement class — which may be graphs, tables, text fields, or other items.
Associated with each ReportElement subclass and each display platform is a
function which displays the data in the selected format on the selected platform.
A UML class diagram showing the properties of and relationships between Site,
Report, and ReportElement is presented in Fig. 3.

Report. The Report class encapsulates a generic view of some set of data from
the Site with which it is associated. Each Report is associated with exactly
one Site, though in the future it may be useful to share Report templates
among Sites with similar properties. Report is a container for zero or more
ReportElements, which actually provide a graph, table, or other means of dis-
playing data.

ReportElement. The abstract ReportElement class represents any component
that may be included in a Report, such as graphs, tables, listings, or external
documents. The properties of ReportElement include the element name and
element type (i.e., the name of the concrete subclass of a given ReportElement

instance).
Any concrete subclass of ReportElementmay be included in a Report. Thus,

configuring the Ramses-CI software to display certain data in a particular man-
ner is a matter of creating instances of the appropriate ReportElement sub-
class. New report elements may be created with a small amount of coding.
Some of the currently available report elements include TimeSeriesGraph, to
plot one or more Channels against time with day, hour, or minute granularity
(SHM Data Type 1); BurstGraph to plot short bursts of data from Channels
against time with second or millisecond granularity (SHM Data Type 2); and
SimpleEventListing to provide a tabular listing of the start times of dynamic
events, wherein each start time is shown as a link to a particular Report showing
the event.

4.3 UML Model Summary

The complete UML model for data organization and display is summarized in
Fig. 4. As shown in the figure, a given Site may have zero or more DataSources
and Reports associated with it. Each DataSource has zero or more Channels.
Each Report acts as a container for zero or more ReportElements, which may
be instances of Graph or Listing, or other elements that might be created in
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Site DataSource Channel
1 * 1 *

Report

ReportElement

Individual ReportElements may be
associated with multiple Reports

Listing Graph new ReportElement
subclasses may be added

SimpleEventListing
new subclasses
of Listing
may be added

BurstGraph TimeSeriesGraph ZTPScatterPlot

Distributed1DGraph Distributed2DGraph new Graph subclasses
may be added

1

*

*

*

Fig. 4. UML class diagram summarizing relationships and multiplicities among
Ramses-CI data display abstractions

the future. A given ReportElement may appear in multiple Reports. A given
concrete subclass of Graph will typically draw data from one or more of the
established Channels; a single Graph instance may include data from Channels
associated with different DataSources. This removes an artificial barrier between
analysis of data from different sources.

5 Use Cases

The proposed model and implementation are designed to promote easy transi-
tions from identification of use cases to new data views. Administrators and users
may develop and customize Reports to support each use case. No programming
skills are needed, as instances of Report are created through an administration
Web interface. Three use case stereotypes were identified from user interviews:

On-line monitoring: an engineer interprets SHM data as part of a daily de-
cision to keep a structure or facility open. If the data remain within normal
limits, the engineer’s confidence to keep the facility in service is increased.
If data exceed normal limits, the engineer may close the facility or order
additional investigation.

Periodic reporting for asset management: an engineer interprets the SHM
data at regular (e.g., monthly, quarterly) intervals to identify trends and
investigate outliers that may be relevant to ongoing management of the
monitored infrastructure facility, including scheduling of maintenance and
rehabilitation interventions.

Post-hoc reporting: a researcher investigating a specific phenomenon or be-
havior identifies trends and outliers to draw conclusions directly or import
data into analytical or numerical models.
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6 Lessons Learned

Different Users Interact Differently. Individual users of the data manage-
ment system — e.g., engineers, technicians, researchers, government officials —
interact with the data management system and computing resources in general in
varied and sometimes unanticipated ways. Thus it is important for the system to
be extensible and adaptable to meet various user expectations with a minimum of
additional effort. One way of examining user expectations, and therefore software
requirements, is through identification of user attitudes and habits. While it may
be reasonably assumed that nearly all engineers possess at least a modest level of
experience with computing in general and Web sites in particular, the speed and
enthusiasm with which users adopt new technology is based upon users’ knowl-
edge, experience, and attitudes, and varies considerably. Three user types identi-
fied in HCI literature [7] are particularly descriptive. Anxious users are afraid of
somehow “breaking” the system, while Enthusiast users enjoy experimentation
with new technology for its own sake; Efficient users want to use new technology
only insofar as it adds immediate value to their work. If it is to be useful at an orga-
nizational level, an SHM data management system must be sufficiently (1) robust
to assuage the Anxious user’s fear of breaking something, (2) flexible to enable
the Enthusiast user to customize the system for specialized investigations, and (3)
streamlined to allow the Efficient user to accomplish a well-defined task quickly
without experimentation.While these requirementsmay seemmutually exclusive,
a balance may be struck by classifying users such that each is granted permissions
according to personal needs and skill level. For example,Basic users may only view
Reports; they may not create nor edit them, and thus fears of breaking the sys-
tem are relieved. Meanwhile, Advanced users may view, create, and edit Reports
and ReportElements and may grant read-only access to their Reports to basic
users. Power users may view, create, and edit Reports, ReportElements, Sites,
DataSources, and Channels;Administrators have all the privileges as power users
as well as control over the underlying database and Web server software.

Screen — Print — Mobile. One key aspect of user interaction with SHM
data (and data in general) is the user’s preferred method of viewing a report;
that is, some users prefer to look at reports on a desktop or laptop computer
screen, while others prefer hard copy. Mobile devices such as smart phones and
tablets are an emerging and increasingly popular display method, particularly
among engineers who are frequently in the field and thus away from the office.
Nevertheless, we have found that some users are comfortable only with hard
copy reports. There are a variety of possible reasons for this: ability to mark
the report with a pencil for easier interpretation; ability to bring the report to a
meeting in which a computer is unavailable or would be considered disruptive; or
eye discomfort from computer displays. This preference became apparent during
an urban tunnel monitoring project, wherein a city official printed the tunnel
data Web page daily to bring to his morning construction meeting. Even with
proliferation of mobile devices, the importance of hard-copy output must be
considered when designing SHM data management reports.
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7 Conclusion

We have presented a theory, taxonomy, and model of SHM data. The theory
and taxonomy were built upon ideas from the literature. The SHM data taxon-
omy informed development of procedures for processing and storing data from
a variety of sources in a relational database. A set of data storage and display
abstractions were then developed and implemented in software.

The generic view model and implementations associated with ReportElements
enable civil engineers to design sophisticated SHM interfaces without the need
for programming. Furthermore, systems such as Ramses-CI could easily be
adapted to other engineering fields where data monitoring is a key factor, such
as monitoring of manufacturing processes, chemical plant processes, and so on.
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